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Abstract: The social network are the trendiest applications which are developed for sharing opinions
about different topics or events e.g. Twitter. As a result, this kind of applications becomes abundant
data source for NLP researchers to innovate and enhance techniques that can track users’ attitudes
towards target event, topic or even another person. These users’ attitudes are playing a pivotal role for
decision makers, so they can take an appropriate action towards users’ negative or positive reactions
either. This paper focuses on users’ attitude detection based on new feature set and applies on different
machine learning models that can monitor and enhance users’ attitude identification system. Annotated
emotion tweets dataset and word emotion lexicon are used in training, building, and testing
classification models.
Keywords: Emotion classification, Natural Language processing, Sentiment analysis.

1. Introduction & Problem Definition
Massive data elevation obstructs decision makers to now users’ attitudes towards their products or
events. This resulted different automatic and semi-automatic techniques that can preprocess and
normalize these vast data of users’ attitudes. Information extraction is a quite challenging process in
some definite sequential processes to finally detect user attitude in any given text [1-3], especially
tweets due to slang language and emoticons included. In this paper, a feature set extracted is discussed
that can enhance users’ attitude detection system. It applied on different machine learning models and
applied into WASSA-2017 Shared Task on Emotion Intensity data [4,5] in addition to the NRC word
emotion lexicon [6-8]. Related work discussed in section 2, Our emotion detection system design is
proposed in section 3, case study is presented in section 4. Finally, conclusion in section 5.
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2. Related Work
Recently, affective text emotion analysis is a subjective conscious experience characterized by
psychophysiological expressions, biological reactions and mental states. Emotions are what drive
audience to action. People that are unable to feel emotions, they find it extremely difficult to make
decisions. Emotion can be expressed in many ways that can be seen such as facial expression and
gestures, speech and by written text. Evaluating sentiments in terms of emotions such as joy, surprise,
anger, or fear, to name a few instead of simply using the conventional positive and negative sentiment
evaluation. This is realized through exploiting the powerful capability of the semantic web technology
to provide an expressive knowledge base of a cognitive model of emotions organization, and the
availability of lexical databases to measure the semantic similarity between opinion-words and
emotions. Emotion Detection in text documents is essentially a content - based classification problem
involving concepts from the domains of Natural Language Processing as well as Machine Learning as
in the following researches [9-13]. In computational linguistics, the automatic detection of emotions in
texts is becoming increasingly important from an applicative point of view. There is some ambiguity
about the difference between opinion, sentiment and emotion. Opinion defined as a transitional concept
that reflects attitude towards an entity. The sentiment reflects feeling while emotion reflects attitude
[14,15].
Psychologists have argued that some emotions are more basic than others. However, they disagree on
which emotions and how many should be classified as basic emotions. Ekman, Izard, and Pultchick lists
which are shown in Table 1 [16] are the most common lists of emotions used in emotion detection
methods. Emotions detection (ED) can be considered as a sentiment analysis task. ED can be
implemented using machine learning or lexicon-based approaches.
Table 1 Common lists of emotions used in emotion detection methods.
Lists of Basic Emotions
Ekman

anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise

Izard

anger, Contempt, disgust, distress, fear, guilt, interest, joy, shame, and surprise

Pultchick

anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust

Feature extraction and selection is a basic process for text mining and information retrieval. It directly
leverages the accuracy of text classification system. In emotion classification, text preprocessing is an
indispensable task in mining large amount of data. Pre-processing is the ﬁrst step in text classiﬁcation
and choosing the right pre-processing techniques can improve classiﬁcation eﬀectiveness. Major
challenges are to tame the data in terms of noise, relevance, emoticons, folksonomies and slangs. From
the previous researches, challenges can be met in preprocessing are text normalization and feature
extraction stages [17-23].
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3. Emotion Detection Workflow
This research proposes an approach to the system design of intelligent sentiment mining systems that
can handle semantic knowledge, learn new affective knowledge and detect perceive and feel these four
emotions from a written text which are anger, sad, fear, and joy. It develops a probabilistic model that
recommends user attitude from the data extracted from real online social media application (e.g. twitter)
and measure its results with annotated emotion tweets and word emotion lexicon.
Twitter is a social networking service that allows broadcasting of short messages called tweets. These
tweets from millions of active users all over the world are considered as an information treasure, that
not only attracts academics attention to know what users’ interests are but also organizations as well
[18-21]. Figure 1 shows the proposed users’ attitude detection workflow that describes phases that
detects emotion of a given users’ tweet in specific topic.

Figure. 1: Emotion detection workflow

3.1 Tweets Normalization
This section discusses different types of processes to denoise and filter important words or synonyms
from tweets that includes emotion or sentiment, that makes classifier result is better and more accurate,
such as [17-21]:

Username. There are usernames like “e.g.: @hany”, that starts with symbol “@”. The usernames
indicate who is the information pointing to the target [17].

Hashtags. Hashtags, marked by symbol “#”, mean that the tweets are associated with the
particular topics [17].

Emotions: Users express sentiment with emotions, e.g. “:)” means happy or other positive
affections. These emotions, in order to be interpreted correctly, have to be replaced to impute their
meaning [17].

Numbers. It is a common tactic to remove numbers from text, because they do not contain any
sentiment [17].

Handling Capitalized Words. Capitalized words may imply intense emotion [17].

Lowercasing. One of the most common pre-processing techniques is to lowercase all words. By
doing so, many words are merged and the dimensionality of the problem is reduced [17].

Replace emoticons. Social media users usually write emoticons in their texts, in order to be
interpreted correctly, have to be replaced to impute their meaning [17].

Replace Elongated Words. Elongated is a word when it contains a character that is repeating
more than two times, like the word ‘greeeeat’. It is important to replace words like this with their source
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words, so they can be merged. Otherwise, the classiﬁer will treat them as diﬀerent words, and probably
the elongated ones will be ignored because of their low frequency of occurrence [17].

Replace Contractions and Negation handling. One technique that can be used in pre-process is
the replacement of contractions, i.e. words like ‘won’t’ and ‘don’t’, that will be replaced with ‘will not’
and ‘do not’, respectively [17].

Remove stop words. stop words are function words with high frequency of presence across all
sentences. It is considered needless to analyze them, because they do not contain much useful
information [17].

Stemming. It is the process of removing the endings of the words in order to detect their root
form. By doing so, many words are merged and the dimensionality is reduced. It is a widely used
method that generally provides good results [17].

Remove URLs and User Mentions. In Twitter texts, almost every sentence contains a URL and a
user mention. Their presence does not contain any sentiment and one approach is to remove them in
pre-processing [17].

Spelling Correction. It is very common in informal texts for users to make spelling errors that
might make classiﬁcation harder. By using tools that automatically correct these errors, it is possible to
improve classiﬁcation eﬀectiveness. While no corrector is perfect, they have some —usually high—
accuracy of success [17].

Remove Punctuation. In many works, it is common to remove punctuation signs in preprocessing. However, many times the presence of punctuation marks denotes the existence of some
sentiment. For example, an exclamation mark may mean an intense positive or negative sentiment. So,
if we remove them, we might decrease the accuracy of classiﬁcation [17].
Figure 2 illustrates the preprocessing data flow diagram applied on the annotated emotion tweets data
sets.

Figure 2: Tweets Preprocessing Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
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3.2 Feature Extraction
The preprocessed tweets have many distinctive properties. In the feature extraction process, different
aspects have been extracted. Later these aspects are used to compute the emotion of user’s tweet either
it implies joy, sad, angry or fear emotion. These aspects are trained on different machine learning model.
Some features that have been reported in literature are [21, 24-28]:
1. Words and Their Frequencies: Unigrams, bigrams and n-gram models with their frequency counts
are considered as features. There has been more research on using word presence rather than
frequencies to better describe this feature [29, 30].
2. Parts of Speech Tags: Parts of speech like adjectives, adverbs and some groups of verbs and nouns
are good indicators of subjectivity and sentiment. A syntactic dependency patterns can be generated
by parsing or dependency trees [21].
3. Opinion Words and Phrases: Apart from specific words, some phrases and idioms which convey
sentiments can be used as features [21].
4. Position of Terms: The position of a term with in a text can effect on how much the term makes
difference in overall sentiment of the text [21].
5. Negation is an important but difficult feature to interpret. The presence of a negation usually changes
the polarity of the opinion [21].
6. Syntax: Syntactic patterns like collocations are used as features to learn subjectivity patterns by many
of the researchers [21].
3.3 Feature Set
The proposed feature set used to classify and detect users’ attitude in input tweets are:
Words and Their Frequencies: Unigrams models with their frequency counts are considered as features
[21,29].
Words’ implied attitude from Emotion lexicon: Apart from specific words which convey sentiments can
be used as features. The NRC Emotion Lexicon is a list of English words and their associations with
eight basic emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust) and two
sentiments (negative and positive). The annotations were manually done by crowdsourcing [7]. In the
proposed system design, this lexicon will be used to detect the sentiment and polarity of the featured
keywords detected of the input tweet from the preprocessed phase for four basic emotions (sad, anger,
fear, & joy).
Word to vector similarity to emotions: it groups the vectors of similar words together in vector space. It
detects similarities mathematically. Word2vec creates vectors that are distributed numerical
representations of word features, features such as the context of individual words. Many researchers
used Word2Vec as the features for text classification tasks such as emotion classification. Its ability to
model high quality distributional semantics among words has contributed to its success in many of the
tasks. It turns text into a numerical form that machine learning models can understand. The purpose and
usefulness of Word2vec is to group the vectors of similar words together in vector space. That is, it
detects similarities mathematically. Word2vec creates vectors that are distributed numerical
representations of word features, features such as the context of individual words. It does so without
human intervention. Given enough data, usage and contexts, Word2vec can make highly accurate
guesses about a word’s meaning based on past appearances. Those guesses can be used to establish a
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word’s association with other words (e.g. “man” is to “boy” what “woman” is to “girl”). Word2vec is
similar to an autoencoder, encoding each word in a vector [30-34].
3.4 Learning Model
Annotated datasets are preprocessed and normalized. A tweet vector is proposed to represent each tweet
from the mentioned feature set and trained it on Naïve Bayes, simple feedforward neural network and
deep neural network models in order to get a trained users’ attitude model. Table 2 and Table 3
represent evaluation on Naïve Bayes model on training and testing datasets respectively.

Table 2: Naïve Bayes output model evaluation on training dataset
Class

Precision

Anger
Fear
Joy
Sad
Correctly Classified Instances

0.927
0.883
0.809
0.826

Recall

F-Measure

0.855
0.890
0.884
0.884
0.899
0.852
0.798
0.812
3114, 86.1888 %

Incorrectly Classified Instance

499, 13.8112 %

Total Number of Instances

3613

Table 3: Naïve Bayes output model evaluation on testing dataset
Class

Precision

Anger
Fear
Joy
Sad
Correctly Classified Instances

0.595
0.644
0.681
0.526

Recall
0.603
0.537
0.728
0.609
1922, 61.1712 %

Incorrectly Classified Instance

1220, 38.8288 %

Total Number of Instances

3142

F-Measure
0.599
0.586
0.704
0.565

4. Case Study
In this section, a case study is applied on the three-machine learning model to detect users’ attitude. The
input tweet from twitter: "We have lost one of the greatest artists of all times. Thank u Shadia for the
beautiful art you have given us 💜". User attitude detected from this sentence is sadness.
Preprocessing Phase: In this phase, the input tweet is taken and preprocessed for further processes in
opinion mining. It includes tokenization, POS tagging, name entity removal, stop word removal, case
normalization, and stemming. POS tagging is an essential process to conclude effective words that
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implies user’s attitude (see figure 3), Table 4 expresses important tokens that deduced by the system
that classification process works on it later on.

Figure 3: Stanford online POS Tagging output for the sample tweet
Table 4: Case study preprocessed keywords POS
Word

POS

Lose
Great
Artist
Time
Thank
Beautiful
Art
Give
Purple
Heart

Verb
Adjective
Noun
Noun
Noun
Adjective
Noun
Verb
Adjective
Noun

Emotion Classification Phase: A set of annotated tweets [1, 5] T that are predefined by emotions
categories E= {anger, fear, sad, joy} are used, each tweet t € T expressed by e € E. Emotion
classification techniques varies, there are machine learning supervised, unsupervised, lexicon based and
hybrid approaches. In this case study, the NRC emotion lexicon [错误!未找到引用源。-7] and the
annotated tweets dataset [1, 5] are trained and combined together to deduce user’s tweet attitude. Table
5 expresses the input tweet preprocessed words’ occurrence probability in each emotion labelled tweets’
[1, 5]. The annotated tweets dataset is searched to calculate the total occurrence of each preprocessed
word in each emotion tweets’ category and its probability or average to all preprocessed words in each
emotion tweets’.
Table 5: Word occurrences & probabilities in tweets datasets
Word

Anger

Fear

Sad

Joy

Lose
Great
Artist
Time
Thank
Beautiful
Art
Give
Purple
Heart

10
2
0
23
2
0
1
20
0
13

11
22
4
34
6
1
0
22
0
32

61
7
2
42
3
1
4
12
2
18

9
24
0
29
2
10
0
25
1
42
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Total
Average

71
0.0113654

132
0.01564166

152
0.02516139

142
0.02349048

Word to vector is applied on each emotion labelled tweets’, it produces words embedding vector for all
vocabularies mentioned on each emotion category. Word2vec was used to measure the similarity of
each emotion and input preprocessed tweet words’ and showed in Table 6. The average word to vector
of preprocessed tokens of the input tweet is calculated to each emotion label and is shown below. Table
7 shows preprocessed words occurrences on NRC emotion lexicon [7] and their total average to each
emotion label. Table 8 shows the results of the proposed feature set to three different machine learning
model, Naïve Bayes, single feedforward neural network, and deep neural network.

Table 6: Word to vector similarity between each word and emotion label of trained tweets
Word
Lose
Great
Artist
Time
Thank
Beautiful
Art
Give
Purple
Heart
Average

Anger
0.9502305
0.5485947
0
0.98625034
0.6957974
0
0.5443038
0.9693511
0
0.9776024
0.567213024

Fear
0.9928561
0.9980906
0.98108965
0.9981958
0.9839922
0.8595918
0
0.9974107
0
0.995376
0.780660285

Sad
0.96704245
0.88565034
0.6075043
0.9681902
0.73311645
0.38121778
0.83291364
0.942467
0.7105429
0.96545243
0.799409749

Joy
0.9548956
0.9783221
0
0.9754449
0.8331418
0.94535273
0
0.9746235
0.2577447
0.97279197
0.68923173

Table 7: Word emotion presence in NRC Lexicon
Word
Lose
Great
Artist
Time
Thank
Beautiful
Art
Give
Purple
Heart
Total
Average

Angry
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.1

Fear
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.1
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Sad
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0.2

Joy
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0.2
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Table 8: Machine learning models output of the input tweet
Models
Naïve Bayes Model
Single NN
Deep NN

Angry
0
0
0

Fear
0
0
0

Sad
1
1
1

Joy
0
0
0

Finally, the three different machine learning models tests the proposed feature set: word to vector
similarity, frequency distribution on the emotion-labelled tweets dataset, and the emotion word emotion
lexicon. The deduced user’s attitude from the input tweet is sad feeling.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a feature set was proposed and applied on annotated tweets to build three different
machine learning models that detect users’ attitude from the input tweets. A case study was presented
that an input tweet is applied, and the feature set was extracted, followed by testing it on the three
machine learning models and the user’s attitude was detected correctly. In the future work, a more
complicated and different implied emotions’ tweets will be applied to detect more than one implied
emotion in single tweet, and enhancing the accuracy of classification models.
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